
MATH 181, Class Work 7, Professor Susan Sun Nunamaker

Due Date:  May 4, 2006

Student’s Name:______________

#1.  Given a triangle with 30-60-90 degree angles, which angle is
opposite to the side of hypoteneuse and which angle is opposite to the
shortest side?

#2.  Given a triangle with 40-50-90 degree angles, how can you relate
the trigonometric function values of 40° and 50° angles ?

#3.  How would you define the six trigonometric function values, using
proportional relationship between opposite, adjacent, and hypoteneuse ?
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#4.  Determine the area of a triangle that does not have any right angle,
with sides of 30’, 25’, and 33’.

#5.  What is the inverse of sin ,cos , tan ?q q q

#6.  A.  Find cosq, given sin .q = 0 6725

B. Find cscq, given cos .q = 0 1063

#7.  A straight  driveway  is 80.0 ft long, and the top is 10.0 ft above the
bottom.  What angle does the driveway make with the horizontal?

#8.  The angle of inclination of a road  is often expressed as percent
grade, which is the rise divided by the horizontal run (expressed as a
percent).  A 5.0% grade corresponds to a road that rises 5.0 ft for every
100 ft along the horizontal.  Find the angle of  inclination to a 8.0%
grade.
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#9.  A level drawbridge is 300 ft. Long.  When each half is raised, the
distance between them is 100 ft.  What angle does each make with the
horizontal? (Drawing a diagram would help.)

#10. A rectangular piece of plywood 4.00 ft by 8.00 ft is cut from one
corner to an opposite corner.  What are the angles  between edges of the
resulting pieces ? (Hint: diagram)

#11. A surveyor sights  two points directly ahead.  Both are at an
elevation 18.525 m lower than the observation point.  How far apart are
the points if the angles of depression are 13.500° and 21.375°,
respectively?(Hint: diagram)

#12.  What is Pythagorean Theorem and when is it applicable?
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#13.-#20. Solve the right triangles with given parts.  Please refer to  the
figure below:

#13. B a= ° =68 1 1080. ,

#14. a c= =106 3 82. , .

#15. B c= ° =15 7 12 6. , .

#16. a b= =72 14 14 37. , .
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#17. B b= ° =4 38 5 682. , .

#18. a b= =724 39 852 44. , .

#19. A b= ° =52 8 4, .

#20. a b= =5920 4110,
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